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The FrameFree Studio, software product of Monolith Co., has been planed and developed for 
Medical purpose imaging, Scientific visualization, Analyzing and Modeling in this decade. 
The most distinguish point of the FrameFree Studio is that having pixel by pixel full automatic 
matching algorithm(!), mesh image representation and data volume reduction, very flexible 
interpolation functionality with parameter operation, drastic reduction effect of data volume of 
movie and very unique movie image representation system (Patented in Japan(2), USA(3), China, 
Korea, etc). 
2. Introduction 
Almost existent movie system is based on afterimage theory by viewing many images in short 
period for human eyes (frame by frame system), but FrameFree imaging system is totally different, 
the basic process is as follows. 
Encoding system is that calculate matching information full automatically between 2 key frames 
pixel by pixel, making matching information map ( about 2 KB mathematical function, very small 
amount of data volume), then output unique FrameFree file format composed by key frames and 
intermediate mathematical function map . 
Decoding system is that input FrameFree format, output movie by real time rendering process by 
computer using 2 key frames and intermediate mathematical function map, this method of viewing 
process enable to operate movie very flexible by user oriented parameter specification. 
For example, changing real time rendering speed parameter enable to get movie representation 
speed without limitation, normal movie could be changed into super slow motion movie, changing 
real time rendering direction enable to change representation direction of movie very easily as well. 
Also analyzing the intermediate mathematical function map, enable to detect the moving vector 
information between 2 key frames, it means very useful analyzing system for observation data could 
be able to get and to develop very powerful simulation system introducing by physical logic or 
theoretical algorithm through collaboration with researcher, scientist and computer expert . 
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3. Application Examples 
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Fig.2 Weather Forecast 
Discrete Cloud Image Smoothing 
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Fig.3 Arctic Ice Summer Minimum 
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Fig.4 Grey Typhoon Images ( Oct, 6, 2009-0ct,_8, 2009/IH) 
Brightness Temperature 
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4. Conclusions and Future work 
As the first step, to awake the crisis of the Global Environment Change how serious to the 
ordinary people, the visualization information service using FrameFree Studio is very easy to realize 
with very reasonable cost. 
But the next step is required more accurate and having analyzing system for scientific approach 
with calibration and validation, so I believe that we need to collaborate with expert of Environmental 
Remote Sensing researcher and Laboratory in world wide scale to develop and to establish new 
visualization, analyzing system and useful user needs oriented application. 
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